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Star Mine and Related sites, Part 2  by Phil Hendy

The second part of this article deals with Star Shaft, which was nearly inadvertently entered by
tractor, and was subsequently explored and extended by members of the Club.  It also describes
related sites in the Star Common area.

Star Shaft (WCC)   NGR 4401 5828
This shaft was uncovered early in 2001 when a tractor driver nearly put his vehicle down it.  The
entrance is on a level patch of ground with an obvious spoil heap to the north.  The new fence is
visible to the south from the A38 just east of the Star Inn.  The top 6m is built of squared stone,
which reaches to ground level.  It measures 2.4 x 1.8m and the long axis is aligned at 270o.  In the
south wall at the SE corner there is an alcove with a rotten wooden lintel above it, beginning about
0.6m down; the alcove would be about 2.4m high and 0.6m wide.  Its depth is only about 0.6m; the
back wall has been built up to block a continuation, which probably led to the surface.  There is a
horizontal wooden lintel set into the west wall about 2.5m down.  It is nearly as long as the wall.
There are possible recesses in the south and north walls adjacent to this, but at varying levels.
These were possibly to support wooden staging.  The stone walls rest on bedrock.  At the south
side of the west wall there is a recess in the rock, and a brick arch has been built to carry the wall
over this.  It is believed that the shaft was capped with rubble on timbers set about 0.6m down the

shaft; the alcove would
probably have ascended to the
surface.  It is a ‘Cornish’ shaft,
of the mid-19th century, and was
probably worked with a horse-
drawn steam whim.  This would
have been set up to the south
of the shaft, with ore being
trammed away (a possible
tramline to Shipham can be
seen running uphill from the
shaft) and spoil dumped just
down the hill.  The shaft is 28m
deep, and descends slightly
inclined to the south from the
vertical.  There are some
narrow passages (old men’s
workings) in the walls of the
shaft.  Some of these are
blocked; to date none has been

entered.
At the bottom (which may be a false floor, with a continuation of the shaft underneath fallen timbers
and rubble) a roomy passage runs to the south for about 25m; there is a short step up after about
4m.  A second, almost vertical shaft then descends for 8m to a shorter 10m gallery.  Near the
beginning of this is a smaller shaft, 8m deep, with some old wooden staging part-way down and an
old wooden ladder beneath this.  At the bottom of this shaft, a third gallery runs off to the north and
south.  The south section runs for 40m, first to SSW, then to SSE, ending in a blank wall.  There is
a trace of a mineral vein.  Where the passage changes direction, there is a small enlargement of
the passage (hardly a chamber) with several tools propped against the wall: a hammer, a pick, and
some long thin rods with flattened ends.  The latter were probably for clearing dust from shotholes.
(Shotholes seen in the mine are of two diameters; the older ones being smaller than the later
Cornish ones).  The tools are rusted to the wall and cannot be moved.  There are more tools
propped against the wall for a further 30m, where a large wheelbarrow with a wooden wheel is
propped against the wall.  It is very fragile; take care when squeezing past.  The passage also
contains the remains of another iron-wheeled barrow, another ladder, and some wooden boards
(possibly off a wheelbarrow) which look as though they were laid as a track to make it easier to
move the barrows.  The northern section, below the lower shaft, ran for 17m when first explored,
passing a short 4m blind heading to the left (west) some 5m from the shaft, and ending in a
boulder choke.  This draughts, and was surmised to be the collapsed bottom of the main shaft.
The choke was dug through in the summer of 2003, revealing a further 15m of clean-cut passage,
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ending in a blank wall.  The remains of an old bucket were found in the choke, and just beyond
(and completely waterlogged) was a wheelbarrow, with a wooden-spoked wheel.  The final section
of passage has two further headings to the right (east), both about 4m long.  They are a little lower,
and much narrower than the main passage.  The first of these passages contained a plank of
wood, possibly for the miners to stand on when overhand stoping. Near the end, a small trickle of
water was sinking in a hole in the floor.  The passage ends approximately under the field wall
below the spoil heap.                                          Below,  Peter Helmore at entrance to Star Shaft.
                                                                                                                             Photo, Phil Hendy.

When found by the tractor, only a
small part of the shaft was
uncovered.  It was soon totally
revealed; the debris lies at the foot
of the shaft.  The first explorers
found the mine flooded to just
below the staging in the third shaft.
The first exploration of the lower
gallery was made by Mike Thomas,
who dived the shaft and explored
as far as the wheelbarrow.  By late
summer, this water had drained
away, so that cavers were able to
enter the mine and only get their
feet wet.  However, water was seen

at the foot of the entrance shaft on 31/12/02, and vegetable debris on the roof of the first gallery
shows that the mine floods to a considerable depth.  Equally, it seems to drain away quite quickly,
probably through the hole in the floor of the lowest north passage.

Related Features
Star Common and Daffodil Valley have several mine-related features, some of which are useful
landmarks.

Building NGR 4400 5827
The ruined walls of a stone building lie in the bushes 8m to the south-west of Star Shaft.  Its
internal measurements are 7.6 x 3.7m aligned with the shaft (270o), and the walls would have been
approximately 0.6m thick.  This was the subject of a trial dig at the inner north-west corner on July
6th 2002 by the author and Mel Barge.  It was proved that the inner and outer walls were faced with
stone, and a compacted sandy floor at 93cm below the highest remaining stone suggested that it
was originally paved with flagstones.  Rubbish found under earth roots and stones was probably
deposited in the 1920s-30s; below this was a layer composed mainly of decomposed mortar,
extending to the sandy floor.  This is probably the remains of mortar left when the building was
robbed for stone and flags.  The entrance cannot be determined, but was probably at the south-
east corner.  Its purpose is unknown (smith’s shop – some clinker and slag was found on the
surface nearby – or store?).  It is thought that one of the houses in the lane below was the mine
office.

Collared Pit  (WCC) NGR 4407 5823
Running at an angle to Star Shaft 2, and higher up the hill, is a line of deep pits, mostly overgrown
with brambles.  The pit at the north-west line has a ring of spoil around it.  There are two grassy
pits in line to the south-east.  The first is oval, 4.6 x 3.7m and 1.5m deep.  That next to it (to the
east) is 6m away, circular (3m diameter) and slightly deeper and steeper.  Both have stones buried
in grass at the bottom, and there is no obvious shaft.  One of these was originally thought by WCC
to be the site of Star Mine 2.

Lime Kiln NGR 4424 5795 (path at nearest point)
Marked on the 1931 6” OS map, this cannot now be located with certainty.  The position given is a
patch of rough stony ground slightly above the valley floor on the left bank in the field.  It is almost
opposite Daffodil Mine.
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Oval Pit NGR 4404 5820
A roughly rectangular depression at the top of the slope leading up from Holly Fissure.  When first
examined in 2001, this was thought to be either a choked shaft or more likely a building foundation
(although there is no obvious doorway).  It is 5.3 x 3.3m with the long axis aligned at 330o (NNW –
SSE).  When summer vegetation had died back, the site was confirmed as a mined depression.

Spoil Heaps
Several heaps were found when field walking on 31/12/02.  The first is due South of Star Mine 1,
on the opposite side of the valley at the top of the grass field and at a slightly higher level (approx
4397 5812).  There is a telegraph pole on it.
The second is on the same (SW) side of the valley, higher up the valley but only about 12ft (4m)
above the path (Approx NGR 4411 5807).  There are no signs of any mineshafts.  When
approaching from the Shipham direction, a track can be seen starting at a field gate and gently
rising to the platform (approx. NGR 4405 5809).  There are some flat-topped spoil heaps halfway
up the valley slope on the NE side.  These lie below shallow pits located at the foot of the low rock
face which runs along the side of the valley.  There is a line of pits and low spoil mounds along the
floor of the valley on the NE side just above the level of the path.

T-shaped Gruff  (WCC) NGR 4404 5817
This lies in the wood, down the slope directly behind the double telegraph pole.  Theback (NE) wall
runs roughly at 290o (WNW-ESE) and there are several signs of working at intervals along it.  The
grid reference is only approximate; it is 13m from Boot Mine at a bearing of 305o, and is along the
same vein as this and Hazel Mine.

Grid References for Mines and Related Features at Star, Somerset

Name Easting Northing Name Easting Northing
 Blind Pit 4403 5823  Old Shaft 1 4434 5808
 Boot Mine 4402 5818  Old Shaft 2 4427 5810
 Building 4400 5827  Oval Pit 4404 5820
 Collared Pit 4407 5823  Pallet Shaft 4421 5807
 Crocus Hole 4394 5820  Platform 4398 5829
 Daffodil Mine 4424 5796  Rubbishy Rift 4430 5794
 Ham Mine 1 4399 5852 Star Mine 1 4402 5825
 Ham Mine 2 4398 5850 Star Mine 2 4408 5827
 Hazel Mine 4401 5818 Star Shaft 4401 5828
 Holly Fissure 4401 5820 Tin Can Alley 4427 5798
 Ivy Fissure 4400 5820 T-shaped Gruff 4404 5817
 Lime Kiln 4424 5795

A map giving the locations of these features is in the Wessex Library (Survey Drawer 1, Smaller
Mendip caves S – Z, Acq. No. 02838).  It should not be regarded as totally accurate, as certain
liberties were taken adjusting GPS and other references to the topography.
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Titan by Kevin Hilton

Perched in a tiny window behind a small stal wall the view is intimidating.  Above the roof rolls
together in a great dome from which the walls drop away into an inky nothing.  Hanging
precariously from the top of the first drop the only view below is a tiny pin prick of light as the rigger
passes below the Event Horizon in search of the floor…. this is Titan!
We arrived at the TSG in Castleton on Friday night having escaped relatively lightly from the traffic
on the M5 and M6.  Dave Nixon (Moose) had advised on a small team so I settled for six – Emsie,
Myself, Simon, Mac, Mad Phil and Bean.  The plan was to have two groups.  One would rig Titan.
One would rig JH with an exchange taking place somewhere in the Far Sump Extension.
Saturday Morning started well.  Emsie and Simon left to rig JH.  Having done a reccy trip through
to the Far Sump Extension the previous month route finding was going to be easy.  Litton was the
first stop for the Titan rigging team to pick up the key from Moose.  Never having met Moose I was

surprised at how tall he is.  (No
wonder it only took them six trips to
bolt to the top of Titan!)  Moose
was very helpful and armed with
hastily drawn maps and sketch
diagrams we were off.
After a couple of false turns and
some advice from a local farmer
(who was in no hurry at-all) we
were bumping up a track above
Castleton to park at the back of an
old quarry.  From here it was only a
short walk to the entrance.
The entrance to Titan is still very
much a dig site and it is almost
entirely surrounded by a large spoil
heap.  A large scaffolding tripod for
hauling rises above a very heavily
protected entrance.  Scaffolding

braces and wooden sleepers have to be removed before a cat flap can be unbolted (literally) which
finally gives access to the lock!
Above,  At the entrance.       Mark Easterling, “Mad Phil” Rowsell, Kevin, Mak and Ann(TSG).
                                                                                                     Below, Phil rigging the top pitch.

Only seven krabs are needed to rig this enormous shaft.  The first 50m pitch hangs directly from
the hauling frame and drops down through the concrete and fibreglass rings.  Landing in a small
tunnel it is only a very short distance until you look out into the
top of Titan.  Rope traverses run off on both walls and it is
obvious that a lot of work is still being done.  The start of the
second pitch (80 meters) takes off from the left of the balcony
and it is a straight free hang to where the shaft narrows at the
Event Horizon.
It is possible to get off at the Event Horizon but not advisable.
There is a lot of loose debris just waiting to fall the next 60
meters to the floor. The re-belay is a ‘y’ hang on the lip of the
Event Horizon and from here the third pitch is another straight
free hang to the floor.
Having often struggled to see the walls during the descent the
bottom of the shaft is surprisingly small.  The shaft funnels
anything falling from above and the floor is pock-marked with
impacts.  This is no place to hang around.

Getting to the bottom of Titan is easy.  Finding the way on from
the bottom is less so!  Conveniently we were joined by Ann and
Wayne from the TSG who knew the way.  Abruptly we were
back on Mendip with squeezes and crawls to reach the AI
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passage which leads into the Stemple Highway.  Muddy traversing, 2 fixed ladders and more than
a bit of crawling through the now drained ‘downstream sump’ brought us out into the bottom of
Leviathan.

                   

            Mak in the entrance shaft.                                     Bean reaching the bottom of Titan.

We met up with Emsie and Simon and headed down into the Speedwell stream-way.  The stream
is dammed to create a partially flooded adit that was used by the miners to float the ore out of
Speedwell.  This is now used for tourist boat rides into the Speedwell mine but much further
upstream it means some chilly wading in chest deep water to reach the Peak system.  The
connection takes place at the aptly named bung hole.  Here a dam regulates the water level in

Speedwell with the overflow pouring straight down the
ladder that makes the connection into the Peak system.
Thankfully it was not too high and a through trip for Sunday
was on.
The group split with Bean, Mac and myself heading up
Leviathan and out of JH.  Wayne and Ann were going on to
do the White River series in Peak and then exit via the
show-cave.   Titan had to be de-rigged.  We only had
access for one day so Phil headed back along with Simon
and Emsie who were to see the shaft for the first time.
                Left, Emsie and Mad Phil in Peak.
From Leviathan the way to Titan is equally confusing. The
initial passage is straightforward – lots of muddy crawling
through what was once the choked downstream sump. It is
quite easy to imagine this passage as completely
underwater and more amazing to think that the diggers
were able to defy nature by diverting it all. The impressive
engineering works are plain to see as you follow the water
pipe down Leviathan before it leads off to the other side of
the shaft above you. In times of high water this pipe pulses
in steady arterial beats before it rhythmically dumps the

water in to the choke above the Speedwell connection. Of course, nature will not be defied and in
times of heavy flood the pipe cannot cope and the crawls become flooded once more.
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On the other side of the crawls the way on is straight ahead in walking sized passage, down two
fixed ladders and across some muddy traverses. There are fixed ropes in place across these that
must have been installed by the divers during their exploration of the Far Sump Extension (this
must have seemed a very remote place then). The way on becomes hazy at this point as thoughts
turn to Titan. There are one or two impressive sections of river passage in this region but a roof
collapse forces the caver up a fixed rope climb and over muddy boulders into further boulder
collapses and then its back down to hands and knees again. This is the boulder choke below the
big shaft but this is only clear because of the time spent pre-trip reading about the route. Owing to
its sheer scale it is impossible to get any sense of the size of this choke on one trip. It just seems to
be a mess of boulders similar to those found in many South Wales caves. The choke frustratingly
keeps on going, forwards, upwards, corkscrewing and squeezing until the scaffolded section is
reached. Above seems to be a large space and a surge of expectancy is upon you, but this is just
a large chamber (formed by a cavity in the boulders!). It is at this point that you get the first sense
that something vast is close. The atmosphere changes in noise and air quality. There is a steady
hissing noise echoing above and the air suddenly feels fresh and clean as if the next step will take
you out into the cold night air. The impulse is to hurry through the next upwards section and then
there is a realisation that you’ve arrived…

                                                

The first moment on coming out of the boulder choke is like stepping into a vast cathedral. The
walls soar upwards into the blackness and the thread of rope snakes its way enticingly up and out
of sight. With your spotlight it is possible to just make out where the walls close in to form Event
Horizon. A thin waterfall can be seen in front of you as the source of the hissing noise. In bad
weather this becomes a torrent giving very unpleasant conditions for those waiting for their turn on
the rope.
As you prussik higher the walls separate dramatically. Coupled with the spray from the water and
the condensation from your breath it is difficult to see anything except blackness. Event Horizon
looms into view and eventually contact is made with rock once again at the lip. With the rebelay
passed and a call of ‘rope free’ echoing around the walls it is time to move on upwards again but
nothing happens. You keep on prussiking for what seems like an age before you begin to move
away from the knot.

This pitch is even more impressive than the first. There is no point in struggling to make out the
whereabouts of the walls. They have gone and left nothing but black space. There is complete
silence as the waterfall is left behind far below. Eventually the huge y-hang is reached among a
tangle of ropes hanging vine like on all sides and above. One last look at the domed roof and the
tiny light below and its time to exit. Except you don’t. You sit in the window with your lamp switched
off watching the light of the person below casting vast shadows across the walls giving a final and
long lasting impression of Titans scale.
The final (entrance) pitch is of course an anti-climax. Only on exiting, when you see all the
paraphernalia associated with the excavation is all the effort and man hours put in by the diggers
appreciated. Even out here Titan now seems along way away in memory and depth so you can
only imagine what a task this hole would have been when faced with just a shallow green
depression as a starting point.

Time for a cuppa…

Left,

Kev in the JH entrance.
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After a good meal in the George on Saturday night we were ready to go again on Sunday.  Mac
and Simon enjoyed a top down trip going in JH and coming out of the Peak Show Cave.  Emsie,
Phil and myself went into Peak via the Show Cave, passed Mac and Simon just below the bung
hole and exited via JH de-rigging in the process.

The weekend was a great success and Titan was a fantastic experience but none of this would
have been possible without the efforts of the diggers who have opened up the Peak / Speedwell
system.  At all times Dave Nixon and others were very helpful in setting up access and providing
information.  There was no charge to enter Titan but we felt compelled to leave a goodwill fee
towards Dave and the team’s next project.  Titan is now closed for tourist trips and work has
commenced on finding the system that must have fed the top of the shaft.  Who knows what they
will find….

A Brief History of the Exploration of Titan

1992 – Work begins in JH.  Leviathan subsequently discovered.
1995 – JH connected with Speedwell.  Work begins to divert the stream in Leviathan down into
Speedwell thus draining the far sumps.
1996 – JH connects through to the Far Sump Extension.  There is now access for dry cavers to the
back of the Peak / Speedwell system.
1999 – New Years Day Titan discovered
1999 – Event Horizon reached on 4th Feb.
1999 – 31st October - Work begins on the surface excavating down from Hurdlow.
2003 – The connection between the Hurdlow shaft and Titan is finally made on May 25th

Cavers: Kevin Hilton, Emma Heron, Simon Richardson, Mark Kellaway, Mark Easterling, and
Phil Rowsell

MRO Secretary and Treasurers Report 2003

A landmark year for Mendip caving, for the first time in the history of MRO there have been no
underground incidents to report. Although the sceptics amongst us would say this is due to less
folk actually caving, I believe this to be an achievement of note.
Congratulations are due to the caving clubs and all who cave on Mendip. We must not forget that
Mendip caving has enjoyed an improved safety record over a number of years and this has been
achieved without legislation. However it is somewhat ironic in a year when insurers would appear
to perceive increased risk within the sport.

We have supplemented our activities this year by assisting the police with a number of surface
searches. The details of these are summarised in our rather thin incident report. Whilst MRO has
no objection to being involved in surface activities as long as there is genuine risk to life or limb ;
our primary objective is underground rescue. The lack of cave incidents and therefore real rescues
must be compensated for by increased training and practices. The MRO training officer has put
considerable effort into ensuring MRO practices and lectures are organised and we thank all of you
who have attended. Increased support for these activities is always welcome as would be more
club organised rescue practices.
Two new wardens have been appointed during the year, Steve Marsh and Alison Moody.
In celebration of the Queens Jubilee a medal was commissioned for presentation to Military and
Emergency  personnel.  Wardens with 5 years service at 1/2/02 were deemed eligible and received
this award. Although cavers do not usually associate themselves with badges, medals and the like!
It is good to see cave rescue acknowledged as a true emergency service.
The MRO has also enjoyed a good year financially. Fund raising income from two events this year
brought in over £921. The main event was the stomp at BCRA Mendip. The proceeds of the overall
event were also kindly donated to the MRO. A big thank you is due to the CSCC, the BCRA and
the organisers of the Mendip 2003 regional meet.
Club and general donations have also been healthy again. Our specific thanks go to Frome C C
and Gorge Outdoors for their generosity. It is good to see the level of financial support coming from
within the caving community ; this allows us to continue the policy of being a self-funding
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organisation and proud of it. Income from rescued parties is not surprisingly down this year with
lack of cave rescues, no donations were received from surface searches.
Investment on equipment for this year is in the order of £800 pounds, These costs were entirely
offset by a rebate from the BCRA cave radio project. The true cost of the new Heyphones
purchased the previous year was therefore reduced from £1600 to £800, congratulations to BCRA
team on the success of the project.
One large item of expenditure we have not incurred in 2003 is the  equipment insurance premium.
Our insurers declined to renew the existing policy and wanted to combine it with an employer
liability package.  An expensive option because the MRO already has employer cover via the
Mountain Rescue Council. We are at present looking for an alternative provider for the equipment
cover. Increased expenditure on equipment is forecast for 2004 with the possible purchase of a
new stretcher/s.
                                                                                             Bob Cork,  March 2004.

Mendip Cave Rescues Prior to 1951  by Dave Irwin.
Prior to the formation of Mendip Rescue Organization [MRO] in 1938, not  1936 as is commonly
thought, (ref 1) a number of accidents and rescues have been recorded.  Perhaps the best known
to have occurred in the Mendip region is Balch's accident in Lamb Leer Cavern which he records
as having occurred during one of his descents in the 1890s  (ref 2)   Balch himself was a member
of a team that searched and rescued three young boys from Wookey Hole in September 1892. (ref
3) Details of the tragic death of Gordon Marriott has been omitted from this account as it forms part
of an early history of CDG activities on Mendip.

Several other caving accidents and rescues have been recorded during the last three hundred
years, two involving clergymen.  The first and best known is that of the death of Rev. Newnam in
Pen Park Hole in 1775; the gruesome details are recorded in George Catcott's book on the cave.
(ref 4) The second was a rather bizarre event involving a Reverend R. Marle from the Wells
Theological College, who, with his sister, descended Lamb Leer Cavern in 1911.  He became
entangled with the knotted climbing ropes on the 20 m pitch into the Main Chamber.

(See picture on page 180)

Another well known incident occurred during the exploration of a cave found in mid-December
1874.  in Burrington Combe in the now abandoned quarry west of Aveline's Hole. Joe Plumley had
descended the cave either in some form of bosun's chair or using a lifeline and handline. When his
helpers tried to pull him out he jammed against a ledge breaking his neck that caused his death.
(ref 6) The cave, now blocked, was subsequently known as Plumley's Hole.  (ref 7)

Eastwater Cavern was never a favourite site among early cave explorers, even the writer has had
a fifty year love-hate relationship with the site! . Balch described it not as a beautiful cave but one
of savage scenery and he warned that visits to it should not be attempted except in the company of
experienced cavers. (ref 8)  About 1912 Kenneth Ward (ref 9) of Cambridge ran into trouble during
a photographic trip in the cave.  There he managed to explode a sizeable quantity of flash powder
severely burning his right hand. (ref 10)  Eastwater Cavern was also in the news in 1910 when a
flash flood trapped a party led by Reginald Troup. (refs 11 and 12)

Resulting from the Gingling Hole rescue in Yorkshire and probable discussions at the first BSA
Conference at Buxton in 1936 a view was taken by prominent Mendip cavers that it was only a
matter of time before an accident occurred in the area.  The rise in numbers taking part in the sport
either as individual cavers or as members of clubs that were springing up in the area during the
1930s, was quite dramatic even when one considers the dreadful economic circumstances at that
time. Of the several clubs formed in the Bristol - Somerset area only WCC [1934] and BEC [1935]
have survived. (ref 13) Within eighteen months of the formation of MRO at least two incidents
occurred within a few weeks of each other. Whether there were other events is unknown.

MRO formed. Early records of MRO are mostly documents concerning the setting up of the
organisation and are kept by the archivist, Richard West. No record of pre-war incidents have
survived or recorded. It was not until 1951, following the post-war restructuring of the body,
comprehensive records of each call-out was kept. The first officially recorded incident was of an
event that took place in G.B. Cave. (ref 14)
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Searching through the Wells Journal and other newspaper for material for a history of Mendip
caving the writer found two accounts of rescues involving wardens and cavers acting under the
auspices of MRO in March, 1938 and August 1939. These events now form the earliest records of
MRO incidents.

Sidcot Swallet, 1939. Earliest rescue recorded and attended by members of MRO was on
Sunday 13th March 1938 in Sidcot Swallet. It made the headlines not only of the local press but of
the national daily papers. (refs 15 and 16) Two Bristol men - Donald Robbins (16), from Eastville
and Peter Bredael (18), Bishopston had cycled to Burrington Combe and descended Sidcot
Swallet; became lost after reaching a "big cavern". Their lights failed and their spare candles spent
as they tried to find their way out. They became hopelessly lost.  At midnight their families alerted
the police who called MRO involving members of the Wessex Cave Club and the Mendip Nature
Research Committee.  Not knowing which cave had been descended the rescuers searched both
Goatchurch Cavern and Sidcot Swallet. The men were soon located and led out of the cave. Whilst
waiting to be rescued the boys went to sleep and lost all awareness of time.  When they were
rescued they thought that it was still Sunday.

The Wells Journal report was headlined

TRAPPED ALL NIGHT IN MENDIP CAVE. WELLS CAVERS IN RESCUE PARTY.

[The report concluded]

...As soon as the boys walked down to the main road they were taken by a "Wells Journal"
reporter in his car to have some food at the cafe at the foot of the combe.

Goatchurch Cavern rescue. The second occurred in Goatchurch Cavern in late August 1939
when a 19 year old lad dislodged a boulder which wedged his boot in a narrow chimney down
which flowed a small stream. This must have been at the lower end of the tight route from floor of
Boulder Chamber entering Water Chamber in the stream channel.

A group of three young men and a girl formed the party and when they were heading towards the
Water Chamber accident occurred. The trapped man, Peter Bridgman of Stoke Gifford, Bristol was
lying in the streambed for some five hours before he was released.  MRO had been called and to
keep the 'victim' warm hot water bottles were placed under his back. Two doctors were also in
attendance. The Wells Journal reported that it  (ref 17)

... was found impossible to release Bridgman from above as his body filled the chimney, but
the rescuers excavated the floor below and eventually got through and chipped the rock
away from the boy's foot.  The boulder was then timbered up and Bridgman raised from his
precarious position by ropes. ...

The UBSS logbooks record two other incidents which occurred during the early years of the
Second World War in 1940 and 1941 respectively. (ref 18)

G.B. Cave. On Sunday May 11, 1940,  a party descended for an intended photographic trip.
Among the members was Frank Frost and Bill Weaver from the WCC.  During the course of the
work a lady member of the party jammed her foot under a boulder below the climb down from the
Devil's Elbow route. Frost and Weaver returned to The Grange, the then WCC Headquarters and
borrowed various pieces of equipment from the MRO store.  The large boulder over the foot
measuring some 5 ft long x 3 ft wide and 1 ft thick and could not be moved for fear of crushing the
foot. The log entry continued

... Fortunately her foot was in a small pot-hole, and its rock behind it some 4" thick and 4"
deep was removed, and the foot was freed. ...

Subsequent to the log entry Rod Pearce [of Rod's Pot fame], in his customary manner, added the
words 'Silly Bitch' in the page margin !

Another, more serious, incident occurred in the same cave on June 17th 1941. It was during the
annual Union Week Outing when one Chapman fell off the ladder '... at the lip ... '.. His injuries
were not recorded but he was fortunate in that there were two medics present, Bertie Crook and
Rod Pearce, who with others including Francis Goddard hauled the man to the surface. From there
he was taken to the Bristol Royal Infirmary by ambulance. At this time Crook, Goddard and Pearce
were working on the survey to accompany the 1,000  word article published in the Illustrated
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London News later that year. (refs 19 and 20) This was followed by a similar account in Nature late
in 1941. (ref 21)

Post-war years. Following the collapse of Japan in 1946 peace returned and people returned to
‘civvy-street’ life once again.  Caving took off with a splash.  Club memberships increased at an
unprecedented rate. During  the 1946 Easter weekend both the Cave Diving Group [CDG] and the
South Wales Caving Club [SWCC] was formed at Penwylt.  Some of the principal divers in the
country started a series of diving operations. Balcombe had already resumed diving by
investigating Keld Head and Alum Pot in Yorkshire in 1945 and during the following two years a
series of operations took place at Wookey Hole and Peak Cavern.  The upstream sumps of OFD
were also investigated soon after their discovery. In Yorkshire many of the now famous cave
systems were being explored, e.g. Lancaster and Easegill and in Derbyshire one of the finest
British caves was being explored and surveyed by Les Salmon.
With the increase both in caver numbers and new clubs being formed the MRO was restructured to
accommodate the new breed of caver. This was undertaken in 1951 and since that time full
records have been kept of every incident with which MRO has been involved.
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Extracts from the Upper Pitts Log by Brian Prewer.

5.1.04 Goatchurch                                                                                                                Ali M & the Prews
In 45 years I have never really managed to persuade my wife to go caving. Alison managed it in 5 minutes! A
checkout trip to get Brenda to the Boulder Chamber in readiness for the St Trinian’s outing at the weekend.
(See article and photo in Journal 288, p133.)
7.1.04 Swildon’s – Damascus                                                                                       Ali M & Geoff Ballard
Trip to improve the description for the new Swildon’s book. Unfortunately the duck in the left-hand series that
leads to Boon’s Sump was sumped. Had a look at the other passage but wimped out because we thought
that the duck on this route would probably be sumped as well. If it is sumped it is impossible to turn round &
it is necessary to reverse feet-first back up a 2m deep vertical rift, with the help of a friend. Decided that this
was too much like hard work. (What whimps.) Mud Sump very high & I (AM) was extremely annoyed to see a
large dent caused by a boot, in one of the main containers of the top dam. There is a bridge to avoid
stepping on this, & enough notices asking people not to do it. If this dam gets broken it will be the end of the
Mud Sump again!!
9.1.04 Goatchurch                                                                        Pete & Ali M, Adrian & Jude Vanderplank
Trip to hide 90+ items for the St Trinian’s Treasure Hunt. We found that it is not possible to get a large traffic
cone along the Drain Pipe. Jude completed the whole trip in two right wellies!
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A “From the Log” Birthday special.

19.3.04 Swildon’s                                                             John & David Miell, Prew, Fred Davies,
                                                                     John Iles (SMCC), Roger Brown (NHASA) & Colin ?
Epic Golden Oldies trip to 20’ Pot to celebrate John Miell’s 75th birthday today. Slow but steady trip
down with route finding a bit of a problem for those who had not been down there for over 30
years. What happened to the climb down near the entrance – where’s the big triangular boulder we
used to climb down onto? Fred decided on a ‘flying angel’ abseil for this bit. Binnie’s Link – never
heard of it! How come the Short Dry is now the Short Wet & the Long Dry is also wet! And where
has the 40’ gone? We all looked over the 20’ & wondered what those funny shiny metal loops were
for. Fred decided on traditional dress & lighting, wearing sports-jacket, rusty steel toe-capped boots
& using a carbide lamp that hadn’t been used for 20 years – it fired up first time. In contrast Prew
used his new-fangled 24 LED switched-mode lamp. On our return one of our number got himself
lost! He couldn’t remember how to get back to the Old Grotto & found himself part way up the Long
Dry (Wet) trying to follow the stream that shouldn’t have been there. On our return to base-camp
the wanderer had not returned, so a search party was sent back down to find him. He was located
below the Old Grotto still not having found it! A good time was had by all with a fine meal in the
New Inn to round off the day. Thanks Ali for your assistance!!

            Left to right, David Miell, John Iles, Fred Davies, John Miell, Colin Gray and Roger Brown.

Upper Pitts Log continued

13.1.04 Swildon’s - St Valentine’s Rift & Beyond Hope                                                    Geoff B, Nik Nak,
                                                                                                                     Ali M, Adrian Vdp, Tim Stearn +3
Trip to relocate some of the discoveries that were made by Snablet & Tim Chapman (BEC) around 1985 &
have never been fully written up.
Climbed into Approach Series via the chimney opposite the Ten Foot Overhang. The entry to Beyond Hope
is a small muddy tube immediately at the top of this climb & reached by climbing up over some boulders to
the right. Ali went as far as the bottom of the first climb in Beyond Hope, but as all rather tight & nasty
decided to return with a smaller team (both in numbers & some in size!) Continuing along the main passage,
the entry to Valentine’s Rift is the first dip tube down to the left. All through to this & had a good look around.
Ali, Adrian, Geoff & Nik Nak back to the 2 streamway via 4 Letter Link (the second dip tube on the left).
Adrian described the squeeze in this as snug, & announced that now that he has collected it he can tick it off
& not do it again!
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17.1.04 Swildon’s – Black Hole Series                                                                        Pete & Ali M, Geoff B,
                                                                                                                                        Adrian Vdp & Nik Nak
An excellent & fine section of passage. We crossed the Black Hole using one ladder & 2 short lengths of
rope. Pete lifelined – Nik Nak was first to experience the pleasure of the bold-step & then helped the others
across. The passage beyond varied greatly, damp crawls, then to wide & very high rift passage, finally
ending in a choke. The stal’ is well preserved & there are many potential leads. Nik Nak was first back across
the hole & lifelined for the return journey.
Now normally the return trip from Sump 1 would pass uneventfully, however on arrival at the 20’, “some
b*st*rds pinched our ladder”. Well we weren’t going to allow ourselves to be rescued so Pete showed Nik
Nak where to climb behind the waterfall & off he went with a rope tied to his belt to pull the Black Hole ladder
up. Turns out that the guest group staying at Upper Pitts had taken it out thinking it was theirs?? How often
do you go underground with one ladder & come out with two!
18.1.04 Swildon’s – Mud Sump                                                                          Simon R, Cookie & Nik Nak
Quick Sunday morning trip to put signs on the damp*(sic) before the Mud Sump.

• * He means DAM! And there are now as many signs as
there are places that you’re not allowed to stand.

• So – please use the wooden bridge over the Mud Sump
Dam until it can be rebuilt in a more substantial fashion.

20.1.04  Swildons- Old Approach Passage                        Adrian Vdp and Ali Moodie  Nik Nak, Geoff B
Another trip by members of the Pink Fluffy Caving Team (snug squeezes have developed into ‘fluffy’
squeezes etc). Ali & Nik Nak in via Old Approach Bypass – just a bit snug, & met the others at the start of
Beyond Hope. NV was able to get up the first 20’ climb & to the base of the next climb. The rest of his party
declined to follow – why is it that you never have a ladder when you want one? NV reckoned that the
passage looked good, so yet another trip required into this lovely area. At this rate it will be 2005 before we
finish Swildon’s Two!

24.1.04 Eastwater                                                                                                                      Mad Phil & NV
Quick evening trip to the new ‘Unlucky Strike’ to place a bang in the rift at the far end.

25.1.04 Daren Cilau                                                                                                                   Mad Phil & NV
A trip to the Restaurant at the End of the Universe to check supplies for a future camp. Mad Phil reports that,
“Ankle Grinder is a complete bastard with a heavy tackle sack”. Relaxing return trip. 4hours 10 mins with no
stopping.

25.1.04 Swildon’s                                      Stu Waldren & Jed (son of Stu),  Malc Foyle, Jon W & Chris G
This was to be Jed’s first trip below the 20’. Jed’s exped mood started Thursday night! Sunday – the big day
– up at 6.00am to drive to Mendip. Everybody still in bed at Upper Pitts. Eventually ready for off. Lots of
playing around with carbide lamps at the entrance before setting off. Lost Chris – she entered through the
tree-stump entrance! Then we suffered double lamp failure. Some of the party were now well ahead with Jed
leading & Malc in hot pursuit. At the 20’ Jed kitted up in his new homemade harness. Malc manned the pitch
head. At the bottom, after much jubilation we pressed on, Jed trying to keep his feet dry. Down to the Double
Pots & Barne’s Loop. Jed now beaming from ear hole to ear hole as we all headed back to the 20’. Back at
the 20’ Jed didn’t quite master the ladder & Malc did a great job hauling him up with one hand & gripping him
with the other. Jed now led out the Dry Way & up Jacob’s Ladder. Back to the hut for hot showers. Many
thanks to Malc, Jonathan & Chris for making this trip possible for Jed – he had a great time.

                            

              Malc, Jon, Jed, Stu and Chris                                                            Malc with Jed
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22.1.04 Brewer’s Yard Mine                                                                                                       Weston Bros
Initial visit prior to survey of this small mine. Entrance slope shaft is unstable due to tons of debris deads.
Access to lower level similar due to filled shaft & overflowing debris. Access difficult & requires infilling after
each visit as ownership is unknown & there are houses nearby. Visit cut somewhat short due to Greywolf
straining his back causing severe pain & awkward movement from that point on. Weston the Younger ably
assisted his older crocked brother out & carried the bags, lights etc. Reblocked the entrance. A few jars of
bitter assists back pain wonderfully well. Let’s hope it improves by next week for the interesting work.

24.1.04 Swildon’s, Vicarage & Hairy Passage                                                Geoff B, Adrian VdP & Ali M
Trip to Vicarage Dig checking out all side passages. Geoff & Ali also to attempt the Hairy Passage Round
Trip. Unfortunately Geoff found connection squeeze to be ‘Beyond Snug’ & had to retreat. Definitely not a
‘Pink Fluffy’ trip. Old carbide lamp found down a poke in Vicarage Passage – good bounty.
25.1.04 Goatchurch                                                                                                Jude & Anne VdP & Ali M
Clearance trip after St Trinian’s outing
27.1.04 Swildon’s Short Round                                                Nik Nak, Adrian VdP, Geoff B, Pete & Ali M
Trip to check out passages on the far side of Blue Pencil. Used the alternative route down to the Two
Streamway from the pit in Vicarage Passage, which comes out at the start of the route to the Muddy Sump.
The mud sump was found to be dry!! Intend to do a very dangerous bit of passage in case it starts filling up
again while you are in it. We don’t know yet what has happened to the water, also danger of being trapped
by liquid mud. Pete thinks that it would be easy to die in it!
29.1.04 Radford Cave – Devon                                               Ken Dawe, Les W, Simon , Kev, Em, Paul W
                                                                                                                                           Jo, Cookie & Jon W
Plenty of bats. (I didn’t think we mentioned that word. Log Ed.) Found a nice little climb to play on while Paul
spent 15 mins extricating himself from the Lobster Pot.
30.1.04 Afton Red Rift                                                                                                           Ken, Les, Cookie
Top round trip made more interesting by going around it clockwise. The slides down became a bugger to
climb when reversed. I suffered total light failure, Les suffered from two damaged shoulders but still Ken
went on – the stuff of legends.
30.1.04 Brewer’s Yard Mine                                                                                                        Weston Bros
Second visit, only to find the entrance even more blocked (by persons unknown) than when we blocked it up
last week. Bugger! Still more gardening. Further investigated crossing the 30’ deep shaft as passage clearly
seen on the other side. Many photos taken (72 in all). Checked out entrance slope shaft for feasibility of
removing debris to stabilise loose junk.
31.1.04 GB Cavern                                                       Anne, Adrian & Judith VdP, Geoff B, Ali M & Phil H
Anne’s 18th Birthday trip. A fair stream flowing – down to the Oxbows & the bottom (sumped but falling). All
up to Ladder Dig. 72 air space in the crawl (according to Alison!) – discretion & a majority vote made us
return. Carrot cake & sparkling framboise flavoured sparkling wine at the Bridge & then out. A pleasant pink
& fluffy trundle.
31.1.04 County Pot                                                                         Gordon Kaye, Kate Lavender and  John
                                                                                                                          Bob the Builder & Nik Nak
The only place in the Dales, apart from Lancaster Hole & Bar Pot that wasn’t under water. Even  that was
wet. Nearly lost Gordon in the stream on the way to the cave.
1.2.04 Lancaster Hole                                                                            Gordon, Bob the Builder & Nik Nak
Little trip to the Colonnades & a general route around in Bridge Hall.
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The Park Bench, by Mike Thomas and others.

The usual Wessex-Cave Diving Group Easter odyssey left British shores and headed south to the
Herault Region to continue our work in trying to discover new cave and generally enjoying the
caving, scenery and wine.
This year’s team of seven included Malc Foyle, Jon Williams, Andy Chell, Andy Judd, Simon
Richards, Pete Hann and Mike Thomas.
After a good drive south we were soon at home in our usual base in St Privat being fed by the
team chef Jon and entertained by Pete’s collection of DVD’S!  The following are trip reports for the
week in some sort of order!

Cave De Vitalis,
Commune De La Vacquerie, Herault,
left, Andy Chell with Andy Judd.
( Photo, Pete Hann.)

We have done several dry trips in this
system over the last four years. Looking at
the survey shows two small pitches with
lakes at the bottom. The plan was to find
the pitches, drop them and make Nik-Nak
dive them. A suitable dive for our latest
trainee!
Unfortunately when Mike reached the
bottom of the first pitch, after some good
rigging on natural’s, it was found to be dry

with a too tight continuation. The second pitch was a little more successful.  Mike got to within 5
meters of the water and then called Nik-Nak down, after a good effort in a tight rift, he reached the
sump after removing half his wetsuit, to find it knee deep, but with no continuation. The cave was
then De-rigged and all left for the pub.
Aven De La Vayssiere, Commune des Rives Herault, France.
Malc Foyle had an idea and a very unpleasant one it was too! He decided we should re-investigate
the terminal sump, last looked at in 1989, Jon was talked into diving. After a reasonably unpleasant
two hour trip including rigging the four pitches we arrived at the start of the terminal diaclase
leading to the sump to find it full of water. The trip was abandoned at this point and the cave de-
rigged. The sump appears to back up severely after winter rains indicating that very little progress
could be made here as the sump is most probably blocked. Both bolts of the re-belay on the
entrance pitch failed on exit during de-rigging when the rock fractured and fell into Malc’s lap. Mike
could afford a little chuckle as he was above the re-belay, sat in the sun!
Aven du Fonctionnaire, Commune de la Vacquerie, Herault, France.
Over our last trip at New Year Nik-Nak, Mike and Laura Trowbridge tried to locate the Fonctionaire
but missed it due to searching in the wrong field! What we did find was a cave entrance that looked
as if it had been recently opened by farm vehicles, at the time this was not investigated. The
Fonctionnaire was located this time with ease (In the right field!) by Nik-Nak and Andy Chell. While
the duo had a quick trip into the system to try and locate the first pitch, that alluded them. Mike
volunteered to drop the pitch found at New Year. After rigging the rope to the Landrover the pitch
was dropped. It was found to be about 10 meters deep and spacious but blind at the bottom. Mike
collected a lot of rock from above on the ascent due to rub points that made life interesting!
Grotte du Maire, Commune de Laroque, Herault, France.
Another target on the diving hit list is the Grotte du Maire and its associated cave entrances in the
vicinity. This is a big resurgence with multiple areas where water pours from the cliffs and river
bank. Due to high water levels in the region we opted for a quick trip to check the water levels. We
decided it was un-diveable when Malc was up to his waist in water a hundred meters short of the
sump proper! After this we wanted to check out a small cave above the main entrance where
Robin Brown and Pete Hann had found a small sump back in Easter 2001. While Mike, Andy Chell
and Pete inspected the small but nicely decorated cave for a sump shaped object the rest of the
team, led and inspired by Jon, set about digging in a small vertical rift nearby that just happened to
be drafting! When the sump hunting team returned they were quickly drafted into the digging team
and after a couple of hours the excited voice of Jon was heard “Lads it’s bloody gone, I’m through”
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Nik-Nak followed with some speed. Not far behind was Pete with camera in hand to record the 35
meters of new cave named Grotte du Chef by Jon. The crawl sized passage ended in a mud choke
one way and a rock filled rift the other. After returning to St Privat in the evening to celebrate our 45
meters of new French Cave, we discovered our neighbour’s house was party central and full of
students. Life is Hard!
Exsurgence De Gourneyras, St Maurice-Navacelles, Herault.
Due to the poor diving conditions in the region and a need to get wet somewhere we decided to do
a tourist and training dive in the Gourneyras, a majestic dive site if ever there was one. This was
an ideal opportunity to teach Nik-Nak, something that resembled buoyancy control and do Andy
Chell’s CDG qualification test. After a quick trip down to the start of the deep passage at –52
meters (in a wetsuit!) Mike returned to do Andy’s test, which he successfully passed, after an
underwater beating or two! While the test was in progress Malc took his new boy Nik-Nak in hand
and educated him in his own special way! Meanwhile Jon was having fun cruising around the huge
scary shaft trying to find someone to dive with! On the drive back over the hill to St Privat, Nik-Nak
learnt a valuable lesson in dental care and diving. After several moments of pain the offending
tooth equalised with a hiss and a bang causing poor Nik-Nak to quite literally hit the roof! Off to the
dentist young man!
Exsurgence De Gourneyrou, St Maurice-Navacelles, Herault.
While the rest of the team were playing “beast the trainee” in the Gourneyras Andy opted for a solo
dive in the Gourneyrou. He found the line in a poor state of repair for the first 140 meters, causing
him to make several repairs until he reached his gas reserves after reaching a depth of 36 meters.
Water levels were some 6 meters higher than usual with the resulting poor visibility of 4 meters.
After his dive Andy dumped his kit in the bushes and walked down to help out at the Gourneyras.

Abime Du Mas Raynal, Cornus-
Aveyron, Herault.
(Photo, left,  Mike Thomas).

Late last night Andy Kay appeared at our
door to pay his first visit to the region he
had likened to Yemen without the guns!
After many trips on Andy’s home ground
we decided to repay Andy with a trip down
the Mas Raynal. He was accompanied by
Malc, Mike, Andy Judd and Andy Chell. A
great trip was had to the bottom with Malc
rigging and three people reaching the
sumps in damp conditions. This was also
a chance to take some more photos of this
majestic shaft.

Aven des Petites Fleurs Bleues.   
After two aborted attempts at New Year, Nik Nak managed to drum up a crack team to tackle this
cave.  Jon, Pete and Nik Nak armed with an 85m rope, walkie-talkies and a sense of humour set
off crack the upstream entrance to the Mas Raynal.  Steady progress was made through a series
of tight, exposed and just plain nasty sections of cave to reach the head of a 63m pitch.  While
Pete and Jon contemplated the wisdom of the trip Nik Nak embarked on rigging the pitch.  With
comms. established with the base of the pitch Pete decided to push on down to join Nik Nak.
Together they set off to explore the system to return not five minutes later to report the way ahead
sumped.  Derigging and exiting the cave proved every bit as unpleasant as the way in.  No return
is planed by either Pete or Jon.
Aven De La Combe Du Buis, Cause De La Selle-Herault.
Every trip we try to find a new system that we have not visited before, this was it. Usually it takes a
while to locate the said cave! So we were pleasantly surprised to locate this one with a minimum of
effort. The cave is located 2.5km up a gravel track and then 15 minutes of lung bursting effort up a
scree slope to reach the base of a cliff and the cave. The cave starts with a short crawl to the head
of a fantastic pitch, there follow three pitches of 12 m, 19m and 70 meters, at the bottom the
inevitable sumps, some of which need looking at! The team consisted of Andy Judd, Andy Chell,
Malc and Mike. We reached a point halfway down the very exposed third pitch before running out
of bolts, the rock being very soft caused us to use many more 8mm than usual in an attempt to
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make it safe. The high point was the start of the third pitch, a very small ledge above 70 meters of
fresh air with only room for one person to stand. Mike was attached to a hanging stance while Malc
came down to supply more rope. A cat’s cradle of rigging ensued while both cavers tried to remain
attached while sorting gear! The cave was de-rigged and a plan hatched to return in the summer
with a rope long enough to rig the second and third pitches together and more than 18 bolts!
Grotte du Chef, Commune de Laroque, Herault, France.
Ever hopful as only cave diggers can be Jon, Nik Nak and Pete decided on a return to the Grotty
Chef to push a drafting way on, to the right of the initial entrance rift.  Armed with Mr Bricolage’s
best digging gloves Nik Nak dug first.  Easy digging soon revealed a way on over a calcite boss
with a strong draft.  The passage became a little tight and without the necessary tools to push a
way on it was decided to survey our previous discoveries. Being close to the campsite this site
would offer an ideal evening’s digging come the summer months. (A full report and survey will be
published by the explorers.

        

Event De Rodel, Gornies-Herault. Mike, Andy Chell, Nik-Nak and Jon had a very plesent dive to
the first squeeze at 145 meters from base. All  divers were on small cylinders or part used
cylinders from our last dive. We were accompanied on this trip by lots of really neat cave dwelling
creatures. A very nice half hour dive to finish a hard but productive week’s caving. Upon reaching
the surface it started to rain and carried on untill we were near Paris on our way home, we had left
at the right time and will return in the summer for more fun!

Library acquisitions to 25/4/04
BCRA Cave and Karst Science 30, 3 (2003, Publ. Feb 2004)
BBS Speleological Abstracts 40 (2001)
Chelsea Speleological Society N/L  46, 3 (Mar 04)
Craven Pothole Club.  Record 74 (Apr 2004)
Descent 177 (Apr/May 2004)
Mendip Caving Group News. N/L 309 (Sep 2002)
Mendip Nature Research Committee  N/L  100 (Spring 04)
NSS News 62, 2 (Feb 04)
NSS Jnl. Of Cave and Karst Studies.  66, 1 (Apr 04)
SUI / Irish CRO N/L ‘Underground’  No. 59 (Spr. 04)
Plymouth Caving Group N/L 144 (Dec 03) (40 years of caving)
White Rose Pothole Club. N/L 23, 1 (Mar 04)

D. Irwin (2004) Swildons Hole 2 & 3 (BCRA Cave Studies Series No. 14)
(An account of the attempts to pass Sumps 1 and 2)

Map:  The missing map has been returned, anonymously.  Brian Hansford has generously donated some
One-Inch and 1:50,000 OS maps.

Mike Thomas descends  the “Hole in the Field”
near the Fonctionnaire.        Photo,  Pete Hann.

Malc, front and Nik Nak diving in the
Gourneyras.          Photo, Pete Hann.
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Club News.

We welcome the following new members, elected 16/5/04.
John Hurst.   7 Cecilian Ave, Worthing, Sussex, BN14 8AY.     01903 231237           john.hurst4@virgin .net
Jon Beal.    80 Upper  Whatcombe, Frome, Somerset.              01373 461791        jon@bubbleless.net.co.uk

Changes of address.
Mark and Taz Easterling.        10 Radnor Close, Sandbach, Cheshire, CW11 1TD                 01270 760200.
Ross Davidson.                                             44/4 Craighouse Gardens, Morningside, Edinburgh, EH10 5TZ.
Christine Grosart.                    21 Wick Crescent, Brislington, Bristol, BS4 4HG.                     07971 441551.
Andy Jackson.                                                                            19 Parnel Crescent, Yate, Bristol, BS37 5XS.
Geoff Ballard.                  The Cottage, Lower North St, Cheddar, Somerset, BS27 3HH.       01934 740 230.
Dave Meridith and Mel Barge.       35 Manor Avenue, Cam, Dursley, Glos  GL11 5JF.           01453 542353.

Dan Yr Ogof Leaders.
The club is currently without leaders for Dan yr Ogof if anyone is interested in becoming a leader,
please contact the Caving Secretary.

Insurance Forms.
A number of members have still not returned their forms or informed the Membership
Secretary if they wish to take out caving insurance. It is important for the club to know,
even if you are a non-caving member. Your subs cover you for non-caving activities.
The new national scheme seems to be working reasonably well up to now but it has made
more work for some people at national and club level. It will help Nik Nak if those who
have not let him know do so now. It is not reasonable to expect him to chase after you.

Working weekends 5th/6th June and 12th/13th June.

Major work will take place over that period, when the Gents toilets will be replaced.
Ian Timney will be IC Works and he will need plenty of help. In addition there are
several other jobs to carry out. Those who turn up to go caving must expect a
degree of inconvenience.

About a dozen members attended the Mayday Penderyn Weekend at the WSG
Cottage. Reports from the log will appear in the next issue.
Above, Phil Hendy, Ann Vanderplank and Stuart Waldren at the entrance to Little
Neath.                                                                                            Photo, Christine Grosart.
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The Tackle Warden is concerned that too much tackle is being retained by members and not returned
after trips. This is unfair to others. Please make sure you book your ladders and ropes back in as
soon as possible, cleaned and in good order.

Picture, left,   The Reverend R Marle depicted in Lamb Leer
Cavern in 1911.              See Dave Irwin’s article on page 170.

Forthcoming Events.
Committee Meetings (Next 1 has been changed)                                                18th July and 5th Sept.
Joint WCC DSS  Derbyshire Meet , staying at the Orpheus                                                16th/18th July.
 Double-Wamy Hut Working Weekends,   (See Page 179)                           5/6th June and 12/13th June.
Club Trip to the Jura, 24th June to 8th August.                          Herault Diving Trip,   7th to 22nd August.
North Wales Meet. Camping at Pub near Holywell. Winch Meet, Stomp, Late Bar  27th - 30th   August.

Yorkshire Meets
26th June, Birks Fell                                                      27th June. Mongo Gill.
3rd July, Dihedral Shaft/Disappointment Pot.              4 th July, Stream Passage Pot/ Flood Entrance Pot.
11th Sept and 12th September, Gaping Gill System.
16th Oct, Top Sink/ Lancaster Hole.                             17th Oct, Cow Pot.
13th Nov, Boxhead/Lost Johns.                                    14th Nov, Notts Pot.
 11th Dec, Rumbling Hole                                              12th Dec, Big Meanie/Deaths Head.

Hidden Earth at Kendal 1 st  to 3 rd October.                                                 Wessex AGM and Dinner 16th October.
MRO Practice from Eastwater.       Run by Club Team  Leaders,           Meet at MRO store, 9-30am Sat 23rd Oct.

Who was first to Sump 12?
What calamity befell Candy?

When did the Forty become history?
Who tried to pass the first Mud Sump?

Who was given a squeeze on his birthday?
What was the original name of Binnie’s Link?

All the answers in-

“Swildons Hole: One Hundred Years
Of Discovery and Exploration.”

Now in preparation.

Order your copy in advance of Publication.


